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HEALTH SCREENING
Medical Report and Examination
The Doctor will ask questions, assess any medical condition, examine patient, give advice and a MEDICAL
REPORT will be given to you.
Blood Tests
1) SIMPLE Investigations
- Diabetes, Kidney, Cholesterol, Gout + Urine analysis
2) BASIC Investigations
- SIMPLE investigations + Blood disorders, Liver + Urine analysis
3) EXECUTIVE Investigations
* For ladies
(BASIC + Hepatitis A & B, Connective Tissue disease screen, Thyroid, Arthritis, Syphilis, Cancer markers for liver
& colon, breast tumour CA 15.3) + Urine analysis + Stool for blood
* For men
(BASIC + Hepatitis A & B, Connective Tissue disease screen, Thyroid, Arthritis, Syphilis, Cancer markers for liver
& colon, prostate PSA) + Urine analysis + Stool for blood
Please note that Cancer Markers are expensive blood test that is currently not proven to be a useful screening tool in
picking up tumors/cancers except in High Risk Patients. We suggest you speak to your doctor for his or her advice.
Others…..(Prices exclude consultation)
1) ECG (done at Clinic)
2) ULTRASOUND (done at Clinic)
-Upper abdomen-------------------------Kidneys, Liver, Gall bladder, Pancreas, Spleen
-Lower abdomen-------------------------Men- Prostate, Bladder; Women- Uterus, Ovaries & Bladder
3) PAP SMEAR (done at Clinic)------------------Female doctor available on Friday mornings. Please call to confirm.
4) LARGE CXR- done at Boston Imaging
5) MAMMOGRAM- done at Boston Imaging

……

Optional
1) STRESS ECG- done at SATA
2) COLONOSCOPY- done at Glaneagles or Mount Elizabeth Hospital by Specialist.
*As there are many different blood tests available, and if you have any specific needs (eg hepatitis, pre-marital,
pregnancy, diabetes, thyroid, kidney...) please let our staff know or leave us a e-mail and we will advice. *
*Consultation charges apply – it varies from case to case basis. Majority of the time it is waived, unless results are
complex and prolonged time is needed for explanation, counseling and further recommendation. *

